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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. The Classical Case
In this work we study analogues of de Branges spaces on Riemann
surfaces. To set the framework and put the problems into perspective, we
first review the classical case of spaces of functions meromorphic in C. We
start with a n_n signature matrix J (an element of Cn_n which is both
selfadjoint and unitary), and consider a n_n J-unitary rational function s,
i.e., such that s(z )* Js(z)=J for all the points z where s is analytic. We
denote by 0(s) the set of points of analyticity of s and define
Ks (z, |)=
J&s(z) Js(|)*
&2?i(z&|*)
. (1.1)
Then the space
P(s)=l.s.[z [ Ks (z, |) c : | # 0(s), c # Cn] (1.2)
(where l.s. stands for the linear span) is finite dimensional and is invariant
under the resolvent-like operators
(R: f )(s)=
f (z)& f (:)
z&:
(1.3)
for : # 0(s).
The invariance under the operators R: forces the space P(s) to have a
basis made of Jordan chains of R: . When s is analytic at infinity, a basis
of P is made of the columns of a matrix of the form C(zIm&A)&1 where
m=dim P(s) and (C, A) # Cn_m_Cm_m.
The space P(s) endowed with the inner product
[Ks ( } , |) c, Ks ( } , &) d]P(s)=d*Ks (&, |) c (1.4)
is a finite dimensional Pontryagin space (finite dimensional indefinite inner
product space with a nondegenerate inner product) with reproducing
kernel Ks . Let us recall that this means the following:
(1) For every choice of c # Cn and | # 0(s), the function z [ Ks (z, |) c
belongs to P(s).
(2) For every choice of f # P(s) and c, | as above
[ f, Ks ( } , |) c]P(s)=c*f (|). (1.5)
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Spaces P(s) have been introduced and studied by L. de Branges (essen-
tially in the infinite dimensional case; see [11, 12]) and are closely related
to the theory of operator colligations and operator models. The following
identity holds in P(s):
[R: f, g]&[ f, R;g]&(:&; )[R: f, R;g]=2?ig(;)* Jf (:). (1.6)
In fact, any finite dimensional reproducing kernel Pontryagin space of
vector valued functions which is R: invariant and in which (1.6) holds has a
reproducing kernel of the form (1.1) for some J-unitary rational function s.
See [3]. This result was first proved, in the infinite dimensional Hilbert
space context, by L. de Branges (see [11, 12]), and can be viewed as a
generalization of the BeurlingLax theorem. When the space P(s) is a
Hilbert space and J=In , then P(s)=H n2 sH
n
2 where H
n
2 denotes the
space of n_1 vectors with entries in H2 and norm & f &H n2=-  & fi&
2
H2
.
For further connections with the BeurlingLax theorem, we refer to [35].
When the J-unitary rational function s is analytic at infinity, it follows
from (1.1) that the elements of P(s) vanish at infinity. In particular, P(s)
contains no nonzero constants, and we can write R:=(M&:I )&1 where
the operator M is defined by
Mf (z)=zf (z)+cf , (1.7)
cf being the only element in Cn such that zf (z)+cf # P(s). Setting in (1.6)
; =: # R, multiplying by :2 and letting : go to infinity, we obtain
M&M*=&2?iK*JK,
where Kf =lim:   :f (:). We can write
s(z)=(I&2?iK(zI&M)&1 K*J) s(). (1.8)
Equation (1.8) exhibits s as the characteristic function of the operator M,
more precisely of an operator colligation with main operator M and inner
space P(s), or equivalently as the transfer function of a linear time-
invariant conservative system with state-space operator M and state space
P(s). We will not go into the definition of the notion of the characteristic
function, first introduced by M. S. Livs ic in [28], and refer to [13, 14, 32],
and for the system-theoretic aspects to [8, 27].
An important feature of the theory of characteristic functions is the rela-
tionship between factorisations of the characteristic function and invariant
subspaces; see [13, 14, 32]. A factorization s=s1s2 of a J-unitary rational
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function s into a product of two such functions is called minimal if
dim P(s)=dim P(s1)+dim P(s2). Equivalently,
P(s)=P(s1)s1 P(s2). (1.9)
There is a one-to-one correspondence between minimal J-unitary factoriza-
tions of s and nondegenerate R: invariant subspaces of P(s); see [3, 4].
Such factorizations need not exist; they will always exist if P(s) is a Hilbert
space, i.e., when s is J-inner (since in this case every invariant subspace is
nondegenerate; for a direct proof see V. Potapov [34]) or when J=In , i.e.,
when s is unitary on R.
1.2. The Riemann Surface Framework
In the papers [2125] M. S. Livs ic has generalized the notion of the
characteristic function to the case of pairs, or more generally systems, of
commuting nonselfadjoint operators with finite nonhermitian ranks; see the
book [26] and the survey [40] for a detailed account. The new object,
called the joint characteristic function of the pair of operators, more
precisely of a commutative two-operator vesselthe correct two-operator
analogue of an operator colligation, is no longer a function but a mapping
of certain sheaves on a real algebraic curvethe so-called discriminant
curve of the vessel. Under some additional assumptions the joint charac-
teristic functions is simply a mapping of line bundles on a compact real
Riemann surface. It is therefore a natural question to ask whether there are
analogues of P(s) spaces when the Riemann sphere is replaced by a com-
pact real Riemann surface X and s is now a mapping of line bundles on X.
In particular we wish to address the following questions:
(1) What is the analogue of the J-unitary rational functions and of
the kernels (1.1)?
(2) What are now the operators (1.3) and their Jordan chains?
(3) What is the analogue of the identity (1.6)?
(4) Is there an analogue of the realization (1.8)?
(5) What are now J-unitary factorizations?
The first question has its answer in [41]. The analogues of the kernel
(1.1) are given by
K‘ , s (u, v)=
%[‘ ](v &u)
i%[‘ ](0) E(u, v )
&
s(u) s(v) %[‘](v &u)
i%[‘](0) E(u, v )
. (1.10)
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We postpone a detailed discussion of (1.10) and the precise definition of all
the notions involved to Sections 2 and 3 in the sequel. For the time being,
let us only mention that u and v are points on a compact real Riemann
surface X and the antiholomorphic involution on X is denoted by u [ u ; ‘
and ‘ are points on the Jacobian J(X) of X such that %(‘) and %(‘ ) are
nonzero and ‘+‘ =} &}, and ‘ +‘ =} &}, where } # J(X) is the so called
Riemann’s constant; and s is a meromorphic map of (flat unitary) line
bundles on X corresponding to ‘ and ‘ respectively, i.e., a multiplicative
meromorphic function with multipliers (of absolute value 1) corresponding
to ‘ &‘, satisfying s(u) s(u )*=1. Furthermore,
(1) %[‘]( } ) denotes the theta function of X with characteristics
corresponding to ‘, and similarly for %[‘ ]( } ).
(2) E(u, v) is the prime form on X.
For fixed v, the map u [ K‘ , s (u, v) is thus a multiplicative half order
differential (with multipliers corresponding to ‘ ).
We will denote by P‘ (s) the linear span of the sections u [ K‘ , s (u, v),
and endow it with the analogue of the inner product (1.4), namely
[K‘ , s ( } , v), K‘ , s ( } , u)]=K‘ , s (u, v). (1.11)
In this paper we shall focus on the answers to the questions (2), (3), and
(5) above for finite dimensional P‘ (s) spaces. Question (4), i.e., realization
of the function s as the joint characteristic function of an appropriate com-
mutative vessel with inner space P‘ (s) will be considered in a future paper,
together with infinite dimensional generalizations and the role of the spaces
P‘ (s) as model spaces for commuting nonselfadjoint operators with finite
nonhermitian ranks.
The results presented in this paper have been announced in [7]. Several
proofs briefly outlined there used certain identities for theta functions due
to J. Fay [17]the so-called trisecant identity and its corollaries. In the
present paper we present direct proofs for all the results; it turns out that
then the trisecant identity itself can be easily deduced from basic results on
P‘ (s) spaces (more precisely their nonsymmetric version, namely analogous
reproducing kernel spaces of pairs [2] on a (not necessarily real) compact
Riemann surface)we plan to elaborate this point in a separate paper.
Finally let us note that using the Cauchy kernels for vector bundles on
a compact Riemann surface (see [6, 9]) it should be possible to generalize
most of the results presented here to the case of maps of vector bundles,
i.e., multiplicative matrix valued (rather than scalar) functions on a compact
real Riemann surface.
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2. SOME PRELIMINARIES
In this section we briefly review various notions needed in the paper. We
mainly focus on compact (real) Riemann surfaces and their Jacobian
varieties, the prime form and Cauchy kernels. We also prove a number of
auxiliary results which will be used later. For general background, see, e.g.,
[16, 18, 19], and especially [17, 30, 31].
2.1. Compact Real Riemann Surfaces and Their Jacobians
A compact real Riemann surface is a compact Riemann surface X
together with an antiholomorphic involution {: u [ u from X into itself.
(Alternatively we could have considered a non-singular projective algebraic
curve defined over R, i.e., by polynomial equations with real coefficients, or
a so-called Klein surface X{; see [1, 15, 33].) Let XR =[u # X : u =u]
(sometimes called the set of real points of X) be the set of points invariant
under {. We will always suppose that XR is nonempty (this technical
assumption is needed mainly because of Lemma 2.2 below). We write XR =
X0+X1+ } } } +Xk&1 , where k1 and X j are the connected components
of X; topologically, they are circles. Two cases are to be distinguished:
(1) The dividing case. The set X"XR is not connected. It has then
two connected components, say X+ and X& , interchanged by {. Moreover,
S=X+ _ XR is a finite bordered Riemann surface and X is the double of
S (see, e.g, [17]).
(2) The nondividing case. The set X"XR is connected.
It is well known (see, e.g., [42]) that the number k of connected com-
ponents of XR satisfies kg+1, where g is the genus of X, and in the
dividing case k#g+1(mod 2). We choose once and for all an orientation
on each Xj ; in the dividing case we make the choice so that XR =X+ .
The simplest example (g=0) of a compact real Riemann surface is the
extended complex plane with z [ z (or z [ 1z ); function theory on a com-
pact real Riemann surface is thus a natural generalization of function
theory on the upper half-plane (or on the unit disk). The next example
(g=1) is given by a smooth plane cubic y2= p(x), where p(x) is a real
polynomial of degree 3 with distinct roots, with (x, y) [ (x , y ); this will be
dividing when p(x) has 3 real roots and non-dividing when p(x) has one
real rootsee [26, Chap. 11] for a detailed discussion.
Let A1 , ..., Ag , B1 , ..., Bg be a canonical basis of the homology group
H1 (X, Z) and let |1 , ..., |g be the corresponding normalized basis of
holomorphic differential on X. Thus, Ai |j=$ij . The g_g matrix Z with ij
entry Bi |j is called the period matrix (with respect to the given basis). It
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is symmetric, satisfies Im Z>0, and the corresponding theta function is
defined by
%(*)=:
Zg
exp[i?ntZn+2i?nt*], (2.1)
where * # C g.
Every z # C g can be written in a unique way as z=b+Za where a and
b are in R g. The theta function with characteristics a, b is equal to
% _ab&(*)=:Zg exp[i?(n+a)
t Z(n+a)+2i?(n+a) t (*+b)]. (2.2)
We will also denote this function by %[z](*). We have (see, e.g., [30, p. 123])
%[z](*)=exp(?iatZa+2?iat (*+b)) %(*+z). (2.3)
The formulas
% _ab&(*+n)=exp(2?iatn) } % _
a
b&(*) (2.4)
% _ab&(*+Zm)=exp(&2?ibtm) } exp(&?imtZm&2?imt*) } % _
a
b&(*) (2.5)
(see [30, pp. 123124]) will be extensively used in the sequel.
It is important to choose the canonical homology basis on X to have
some symmetry with respect to {; we follow the convention of [42,
Proposition 2.2]. We take a point pj on Xj ( j=0, ..., k&1), let Cj be a path
on X linking p0 to pj for j=1, ..., k&1 and define
Ag+1&k+ j=Xj , \Bg+1&k+ j=Cj&C {j (2.6)
(the sign \ being chosen so that the intersection number of Ag+1&k+ j
and Bg+1&k+ j is 1). Then we can define the remaining basis cycles so that
the matrix of { with respect to the basis A1 , ..., Ag , B1 , ..., Bg is given by
( I0
H
&I). Here in the dividing case
0 1
1 0
. . .
0 1H=\ 1 0 + , (2.7)0 . . .
0
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and in the non-dividing case
1
. . .
1H=\ 0 + , (2.8). . .
0
where rank H= g+1&k=r. It follows that all the basis differentials |j
are real, i.e., {*|j =|j (since all the A-cycles are invariant under {), and
the period matrix satisfies Z =H&Z. We shall need later the inverse of the
imaginary part of the period matrix, so we write
Z= 12H+iY
&1. (2.9)
We have the following symmetry property of the theta function (compare
[42] and for the dividing case [17]). Here diag H denotes the vector of
diagonal elements of the matrix H.
Lemma 2.1. The theta function of a compact real Riemann surface
satisfies the symmetry condition
%(* )=%(*+ 12 diag H). (2.10)
Proof. Note that diag H has entries in Z. Thus, %(*+ 12 diag H)=
%(*& 12 diag H), and we can rewrite the equality to be proved as
%(*& 12 diag H)*=%(*). Since Z =H&Z, we have
%(* & 12 diag H)=:
Zg
exp ?i(&ntHn+ntZn&2nt*+nt diag H) (2.11)
=:
Zg
exp ?i(&ntHn+ntZn+2nt*&nt diag H), (2.12)
where to go from the first to the second line, we change n to &n.
In the dividing case, we see from (2.7) that diag H=0 and that ntHn is
even for any n # Z g. Thus, (2.12) is equal to %(*).
In the nondividing case, H is given by formula (2.8). With nt=
(n1 , ..., ng), we have
&ntHn&ntdiag H=&:
r
1
n2j &:
r
1
nj
=&:
r
1
nj (n j+1)
which is even and once more (2.12) is equal to %(*). K
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The Jacobian variety J(X) of X is the quotient space of C g by the lattice
1=Z g+ZZ g. Let us fix p0 # X. The AbelJacobi map + associates to p # X
the equivalence class in J(X) of the vector
|
p
p0
|1
\ b + ,| p
p0
|g
where p0 is a fixed basepoint (we shall assume p0 # X0) and where the g
integrals are evaluated along some common path linking p0 to p. Note that
+( p )=+( p). The AbelJacobi map + is extended by additivity to divisors
on X; by Abel’s Theorem, + depends only on the linear equivalence class
of a divisor, so it is well defined also for complex analytic line bundles
on X.
In the sequel we will consider expressions such as %[‘](x) where ‘ # J(X)
and x # X. By this we mean the following. Let X wp X be the universal
covering of X, then there is a natural lifting X w+~ C g of the AbelJacobi
map to X so that the diagram
X ww+~ Cg
p ?
X ww+ Cg1
commutes. By an expression such as %[‘](x) we mean %[z](+~ (x~ )) where
z # C g is above ‘, i.e., ?(z)=‘ and x~ is above x: p(x~ )=x. Thus, %[‘](x) is
a multivalued function (or a section of a certain line bundle).
2.2. Line Bundles
The objects to be studied in this paper are not functions but sections of
certain line bundles. We first review the relevant definitions.
Let O be the sheaf of germs of functions analytic on the Riemann surface
X and let O* be the sheaf of germs of nowhere vanishing analytic functions
on X. Let V=(Vi) be a given open covering of X and let gij : Vi & Vj  C*
be analytic maps which satisfy the cocycle condition: gij (x) gjk (x)= gik (x)
for x in Vi & Vj & Vk when this intersection is not empty. The maps g ij
define a cocycle. Two cocycles hij and gij (with respect to the same cover-
ing) are called equivalent if hij=a&1i gijaj on Vi & Vj , where the ai are
analytic and nonvanishing on Vi & Vj . The set of equivalence classes of
cocycles forms a group H1 (V, O*). When the covering varies we have a
directed set, whose direct limit is equal to the first cohomology group
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H1 (X, O*). Elements of H1 (X, O*) are called complex analytic line
bundles. When in the above discussion we replace C* by T and take constant
maps we obtain the cohomology group H1 (X, T). The elements of
H1 (X, T) are called unitary flat line bundles. The groups H 1 (X, T) and
Hom(?1 (X), T) are isomorphic (see [38]). For $=b+Za # J(X) consider
the unitary flat line bundle defined by
/(Aj)=exp &2?iaj (2.13)
/(Bj)=exp 2?ibj (2.14)
(see [17, p. 4]). We will denote this bundle by L$; we have +(L$)=$. If f
is a section of L$ then f is a function on X such that for p(u~ 1)=p(u~ 2) and
+~ (u~ 2)&+~ (u~ 1)=n+Zm,
f (u~ 2)= f (u~ 1) } exp 2?i(btm&atn). (2.15)
The canonical bundle KX is defined by the cocycle dzj dzi (this last nota-
tion is shorthand for ddz (zj b z
&1
i )| zi (x)) where (Vi , zi) is an atlas defining the
analytic structure of X. To define half-order differentials we will suppose
that all the intersections Vi & Vj are simply connected when nonempty.
Therefore there exist analytic squareroots (denoted by - dzj dzi ). These
are not uniquely defined but can be chosen in such a way that the cocycle
condition
dz idz j =
dzi
dzk
}dzkdzj (2.16)
holds when Vi & Vj & Vk is nonempty. See [20, pp. 215216]. Therefore,
these functions define a line bundle L # H1 (X, O*). A half-order differential
is a section of such a bundle (see [20, pp. 215217; 36]).
Since deg KX = 2(g & 2) (where g is the genus of X ) we have deg L=
g&1 and the bundles L of half-order differentials correspond to points on
the Jacobian such that 2+(L)=+(KX). There are 22g solutions to this equa-
tion. A special solution 2 corresponds to &}, +(2)=&}, where } is the
Riemann constant. The other solutions are then given by L$2 where $
is a half period (2$=0).
A multiplicative half-order differential (with unitary flat multipliers
corresponding to $ # J(X)) is given by functions fi : V i  C, V i= p&1(Vi),
such that
fi (u~ )=dzjdzi f j (u~ ) (2.17)
on V i & V j , where f i on V i satisfies (2.15). It is therefore a section of the
bundle L$2. By Riemann’s Theorem, L$ 2 has no global holomorphic
sections if and only if %($){0.
For $ and $$ in the Jacobian, we will always identify L$$ and L$$&$ L$ .
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2.3. The Prime Form
To build the prime form, the first step is to choose a point $ # J(X),
called a nonsingular odd half period, with the following properties:
(1) 2$=0.
(2) %($)=0.
(3) The differential of % at $ is not zero.
By Riemann’s theorem, the second condition implies that
$&}= :
g&1
1
+(Pj), (2.18)
where } is Riemann’s constant and P1 , ..., Pg&1 are in X. Since 2$=0, we
have 2($&})=&2}=+(KX), and thus
(L$2) (L$2)=KX .
The third condition insures that L$2 has only one nonzero holo-
morphic section (up to a multiplicative constant). We will denote by - !$ (u)
the choice such that
(- !$ (u))2=:
g
1
%[$]
zj
(0) |j (u). (2.19)
The prime form is defined by the formula
E(u, v)=
%[$](v&u)
- !$ (u) - !$ (v)
. (2.20)
We refer to [17, pp. 1619; 31, p. 3.208] for further information on
E(u, v). The prime form is a multiplicative differential of order &12 (with
non-flat multipliers) both in the variables u and v; its definition is
independent of the specific choice of $ under the identification L$$=
L$$&$ L$ . If t is a local parameter near u and v, we have (see [31,
p. 3.208])
E(u, v)=(t(v)&t(u))+o((t(v)&t(u))2). (2.21)
We now explain how to compute the multipliers in u and v. First we
choose symmetric transition functions for the canonical bundle KX . More
precisely, we choose a coordinate covering [(U: , z:)]: # I of X with an
involution : [ :$ on I such that:
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(1) For each : # I, we have {(U:)=U:$ and z: (u)=z:$ (u{) for all
u # U: .
(2) Let I0=[: # I : :$=:]. Then U: & XR =< for all : # I"I0 , and
for each : # I0 the restriction of z: to U: & XR (which is real by (1)) defines
the chosen orientation on XR .
Note that the transition functions g:;=dz: dz; are then symmetric, i.e.,
satisfy
g:; (x)=g:$;$ (x{); (2.22)
furthermore, g:; (x)>0 for x # XR . The next lemma, due to Fay [17,
Proposition 6.11] in the dividing case, then says when the transition func-
tions for the bundle Le 2 of half-order differentials can be chosen
symmetric as well. It follows from [42, Sect. 3] that the line bundle
Le2, where e is a half period, is real ((Le2){$Le2) if and only if
e=b+Za where
2b+Ha# 12 diag H (mod Z
g); (2.23)
furthermore, the set of all points z=b+Za in the Jacobian satisfying (2.23)
is a disjoint union T of g-dimensional real torii T& , &=(&1 , ..., &k&1) #
(Z2)k&1, given by
T&=[‘ # J(X) : ‘=
1
4
diag(H)+
&1
2
eg&k+2+ } } } +
&k&1
2
eg
+ia1Im Z1+ } } } +iag Im Zg ,
a1 , ..., ag&k+1 # R2Z, ag&k+2 , ..., ag # RZ], (2.24)
Z1 , ..., Zg being the columns of the period matrix Z. Following [42,
Sect. 4], let (&1)+i, +i=0 or 1, be the sign on Xi of a real meromorphic
differential of the form ,2, where , is a meromorphic section of Lh 2 for
some half period h in T0 ; + i are well defined (with a normalization +0=0)
independent of the choices of , and h, and +i=0 for all i when X is divid-
ing and XR is given the natural orientation.
Lemma 2.2. Given a half period e, the line bundle Le2 can be given
with respect to the covering [U:] by transition functions h:; satisfying
h2:;= g:; and h:; (x)=h:$;$ (x{) for all x # X, if and only if e # T+ , where
+=(+1 , ..., +k&1).
Proof of Lemma 2.2. First, exactly as in [17], if for two half periods e1
and e2 the corresponding line bundles Le1 2 and Le2 2 can be both
given by symmetric transition functions as required, it follows that e1 and
e2 belong to one and the same real torus T& . We shall show that if there
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exists a meromorphic section , of Le2 such that the meromorphic
differential ,2 is real and positive on XR , then Le2 can be given by
symmetric transition functions. Since such a section exists if and only if
e # T+ (see [42, Theorem 4.1]), the lemma will follow.
Let Le2 be represented with respect to the covering [U:] by tran-
sition functions h:; satisfying h2:;= g:; . We are looking for nowhere zero
holomorphic functions h: on U: such that the cocycle (h: h;) h:; satisfies
the conditions of the lemma. Since we have g:$;$ b {= g:; , it follows that
h:$;$ b {==:;h:; where =:;=\1. Thus we want h: to satisfy h: h;=\1,
and =:;=(h: h:$ b {) (h;$ b {h;). To ensure the first condition let us assume
h:=\1, then the second condition reduces to =:;=(h: h:$) (h;$h;).
Now, we have a meromorphic section , of Le2 such that ,2 is a real
meromorphic differential positive on XR . Let , be given by meromorphic
functions ,: on U: with respect to the transition function h:; for Le2;
thus ,:=h:;,; on U: & U; . Since ,2 is real, we have ,:$ b {==:,: where
=:=\1, and since ,2 is positive on XR , =:=1 for : # I0 . From h:;=,: ,;
it follows that =:;==: =; . Thus all that remains is to find h:=\1 such
that =:=h: h:$ ; we can choose h: arbitrarily for : # I0 (since then =:=1),
and for each pair :${:  I0 choose h: arbitrarily and set h:$==:h: (this
will be consistent since =:$==:).
The proof of the lemma is thus complete. K
We fix e=;0+Z:0 # T+ . Let $ be a half-period defining E(u, v). We
identify the bundles L$2 and L$&e (Le2). The multipliers of L$&e
(and hence of L$&e (Le2)) are given by formula (2.13) and (2.14): if
f is a section of L$&e and if +~ (u~ 2)&+~ (u~ 1)=n+Zm,
f (u~ 2)= f (u~ 1) } exp 2?i((;0&$1)t m&(:0&$2)t n). (2.25)
Lemma 2.3. Let e=;0+Z:0 be a given half-period chosen such that
Le2 has symmetric transition functions. Let v~ , u~ 1 , and u~ 2 be in X and
suppose that
+~ (u~ 2)&+~ (u~ 1)=n+Zm.
Then,
E(u~ 2 , v~ )=E(u~ 1 , v~ ) } exp[&i?mtZm+2i?(+~ (v~ )&+~ (u~ 1))t m]
} exp 2?i(;t0 m&:
t
0n) (2.26)
and
E(v~ , u~ 2)=E(v~ , u~ 1) } exp[&i?mtZm+2i?(+~ (v~ )&+~ (u~ 1))t m]
} exp 2?i(;t0 m&:
t
0n). (2.27)
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Proof. Using formulas (2.4) and (2.5), we have with +~ (u~ 2)&+~ (u~ 1)=
n+Zm and $=$1+Z$2 ,
%[$](v~ &u~ 2)=%[$](v~ &u~ 1&(n+Zm))
=exp &2?i$t2 n } exp 2?i$
t
1m } exp(&?im
tZm
+2?imt (v~ &u~ 1)) } %[$](v~ &u~ 1).
Furthermore,
- !(u~ 2)=- !(u~ 1) } exp&2?i((;0&$1)t m&(:0&$2)t n). (2.28)
Thus,
E(u~ 2 , v~ )=E(u~ 1 , v~ ) } exp(&?imtZm+2?imt (v~ &u~ 1))
} exp 2?i(&$ t2 n+$
t
1m+;
t
0m&$
t
1m&:
t
0 n+$
t
2n)
=E(u~ 1 , v~ ) } exp(&?imtZm+2?imt (v~ &u~ 1))
which is the required result.
The second equality is a direct consequence of the first one since
E(u~ , v~ )=&E(v~ , u~ ) for u~ , v~ # X . K
Lemma 2.4. The prime form of a compact real Riemann surface satisfies
E(u , v )*=E(u, v). (2.29)
Proof. It is easily seen that it is enough to check that both sides of
(2.29) are objects of the same kind in u for a given v. Let h:; be transition
functions defining Le2 (with respect to a symmetric open covering U:).
A section of Le2 is therefore given by a family ( f:) of functions such
that on U: & U; , we have
f: (u)=h:; (u) f; (u).
Hence
f:$ (u )=h:$;$ (u ) f;$ (u ),
where u # U:$ if u # U: . By the choice of the transition functions, we have
h:$;$ (u )=h:;(u)
and so the functions (f:$ (u )) still define a section of Le 2.
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We now look at the factor of automorphy and check that
/(C, u)=/(C , u ) (2.30)
for C # ?1 (X). We write e=;0+Z:0 , and for u # X, let u~ 1 and u~ 2 be two
points on the universal covering above u, and set +~ (u~ 2)&+~ (u~ 1)=n+Zm.
Then, the factor /(C, u) is given by formula (2.26), i.e.,
/(C, u~ 1)=exp[&i?mtZm+2i?(+~ (v~ )&+~ (u~ 1))t m] } exp 2?i(; t0m&:
t
0n).
(2.31)
Since +~ (u~ 2)&+~ (u~ 1)=n$+Zm$ with n$=n+Hm and m$=&m, we have
/(C , u~ 1)=exp[&i?mtZm+2i?(+~ (v~ )&+~ (u~ 1))t (&m)]
} exp 2?i(; t0(&m)&:
t
0(n+Hm)). (2.32)
and so
/(C , u~ 1)=exp[i?mtZ m+2i?(+~ (v~ )&+~ (u~ 1))t m]
} exp 2?i(;t0m+:
t
0(n+Hm)). (2.33)
To check that (2.30) hold, we thus have to check that
mtHm+4: t0 n+2:
t
0Hm (2.34)
is an even integer. From (2.23), 2:t0Hm#&4;
t
0m+(diag H)
t m (mod 2Z),
hence (2.34) equals (up to an even integer) mtHm+(diag H)t m+4:t0n&
4; t0m. Since e is a half-period, 4:
t
0n and 4;
t
0m are always even;
mtHm+(diag H)t m is also even as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. K
2.4. The Kernels
In this section we study the kernel
k‘ (u, v)=
%[‘](v &u)
i%[‘](0) E(u, v )
, (2.35)
Expression (2.35) depends on the choice of the points above u and v and
of the point z above ‘. We begin with a number of preliminary lemmas,
where the dependence on these choices is studied. The first result shows
that in fact (2.35) is independent of z above ‘.
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Lemma 2.5. Let z1 and z2 be in C g and above the point ‘. Then, %(z1){0
if and only if %(z2){0. When this condition holds,
%[z1](z)
%[z1](0)
=
%[z2](z)
%[z2](0)
(2.36)
for every z # C.
Proof. We write zj=;j+Z:j , j=1, 2 with the :j and ;j in R g. By
hypothesis, :2&:1 and ;2&;1 belong to Z g. Thus (see (2.4) and (2.5)),
%(z2+z)=%(z1+z+;2&;1+Z(:2&:1))
=%(z1+z) } exp(&?i(:2&:1)t Z(:2&:1)&2?i(z1+z)t (:2&:1)).
(2.37)
Setting z=0 we obtain
%(z2)=exp(&?i(:2&:1)t Z(:2&:1)&2?izt1(:2&:1)) } %(z1) (2.38)
and therefore, %(z2){0 if and only if %(z1){0.
Dividing (2.37) by (2.38) we obtain
%(z2+z)
%(z2)
=
%(z1+z)
%(z1)
} exp &2?izt (:2&:1). (2.39)
By definition of the theta function with characteristic (see (2.3)), we have
%[z1](z)=exp(?i(: t1Z:1)+2?i:
t
1(z+z1)) } %(z+z1). (2.40)
Therefore, setting z=0,
%[z1](0)=exp(?i(: t1Z:1)+2?i:
t
1z1) } %(z1). (2.41)
Dividing (2.40) by (2.41) side by side we obtain
%[z1](z)
%[z1](0)
=
%(z+z1)
%(z1)
} exp 2?i: t1z. (2.42)
Thus to prove (2.36) is equivalent to prove that
%(z+z1)
%(z1)
exp 2?i: t1z=
%(z+z2)
%(z2)
exp 2?i: t2 z, (2.43)
which is exactly (2.39). K
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We now study the dependence on u:
Proposition 2.6. Let u~ 2 and u~ 1 be points on the universal covering of X
such that +~ (u~ 2)&+~ (u~ 1)=n+Zm where n, m # Z g. Let v~ # X . Then (with the
usual abuse of notation),
%[‘](v~ &u~ 2)
i%[‘](0) E(u~ 2 , v~ )
=
%[‘](v~ &u~ 1)
i%[‘](0) E(u~ 1 , v~ )
} exp&2?i(:tn&;tm) } exp 2?i(: t0n&;
t
0 m). (2.44)
To prove this result it suffices to combine (2.26), (2.4), and (2.5).
If we replace ‘ by ‘ =‘+a&a where a # X, (2.44) becomes
%[‘ ](v~ &u~ 2)
i%[‘ ](0) E(u~ 2 , v~ )
=
%[‘ ](v~ &u~ 1)
i%[‘ ](0) E(u~ 1 , v~ )
} exp &2?i(:tn&;tm)
} exp&2?(a&a )t Y \12 Hm+n+ } exp 2?i(: t0n&; t0 m).
(2.45)
This formula is a direct consequence of (2.44) and of the following lemma:
Lemma 2.7. Let ‘=;+Z: # J(X) with :, ; # R g, let a # X and let
‘ =‘+a&a . Then, ‘ =; +Z:~ with
; =;+
i
2
HY(a&a ) (2.46)
:~ =:&iY(a&a ). (2.47)
Proof. Recall that we write Z= 12 H+iY
&1 with H and Y elements of
Rg_g. Hence,
‘ =;+Z:+(a&a )
=;+Z:&(iY &1) iY(a&a )
=;+Z:&\12 H+iY&1+ (iY)(a&a )+i
1
2
HY(a&a )
=;+
i
2
HY(a&a )+Z(:&iY(a&a ))
and hence the result. K
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Proposition 2.8. Let ‘ # J(X) such that %(‘){0. Then, (2.35) is the only
section of L‘ 2 with a single simple pole at v and residue &1i . It is her-
mitian: k‘(u, v)=k‘(v, u), if and only if ‘+‘ =} &}, where } denotes
Riemann’s constant, i.e., if and only if ‘ belongs to the disjoint union T of the
real torii T& in J(X) (see (2.24)).
Proof. It follows directly from (2.44) that, for a given v # X, the map
u [ k‘ (u, v) is a meromorphic section of L‘ 2 (identified with
L‘&e (Le2)) with a single pole at v and residue &1i . The uniqueness
follows from the fact that since %(‘){0, the line bundle L‘ 2 has no
nonzero global holomorphic sections.
Assume now that k‘ (u, v) is hermitian. Taking into account (2.42),
(2.29), and (2.10) and the fact that % is an even function, we get to
%(z&z1)
%(&z1)
=
%(z 1+z+(12) diag H)
%(z 1+(12) diag H)
. (2.48)
In this equation, z1 is any point above ‘ and z=v&u . Comparing the
multipliers in u of both sides of the equation, we see that (2.48) holds if and
only if z 1+ 12 diag H and &z1 correspond to the same point in the
Jacobian, i.e.,
‘+‘ =}&} (2.49)
since 12 diag H equals }&} (see [42, p. 461]). K
The kernel (2.35) will play an important role in the sequel, analogous to
the Cauchy kernel &1i(z&| ).
Definition 2.9. The section k‘ (u, v), together with its n&1 first
derivatives with respect to v is called a chain of length n. We will denote
by k ( j)‘ (u, v) the section
k ( j)‘ (u, v)=
1
j!
 j
v j
k‘ (u, v). (2.50)
Here we assume that a local parameter was chosen at v and the
derivatives are with respect to this local parameter; for the effect of chang-
ing the local parameter see the end of Section 3.
It is well known that the Jordan chains of the resolvent operators (1.3)
are of the form
{ 1z&| ,

|
1
1&|
, ...,
n&1
| n&1
1
z&| = .
The sequences (2.50) are Jordan chains for some generalized resolvent
operator, as will be explained in Section 4.
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We now study the positivity of the kernel (2.35) (in terms of a symmetric
coordinate covering [(U: , z:)] as above; we use Lemma 2.2 and take
a local holomorphic frame - dz: for Le2 on U: so that - dz:$ (u )=
- dz: (u)).
Theorem 2.1. If X is dividing and ‘ # T0 , then the kernel (2.35) is
positive on X+ and negative on X& . In all the other cases (i.e., X is dividing
and ‘  T0 , or X is nondividing), there is no region 0 of X (satisfying
0 & 0{=<) where the kernel (2.35) is positive or negative.
Proof. One part is clear: when ‘ # T0 , (2.35) is the reproducing kernel
of the Hilbert space H 2 (X+ , L‘ 2) of holomorphic sections of L‘ 2 on
X+ with the norm & f &2=XR f f. This is an immediate consequence of
Cauchy Theoremsee [6] for details.
As for the other part, we assume first that X is dividing and study the
sign of %[‘](u &u)i%[‘](0) E(u, u ) as u # X+ approaches the boundary
component Xj . We shall show that +~ (u~ )&+~ (u~ )=Zj for u # Xj (and an
appropriate choice of u~ over u), hence it follows from (2.21) and (2.27) that
for u near Xj , to the first order in terms of a symmetric local coordinate t,
iE(u, u )=ic(t(u)&t(u)), c>0, which is nonnegative in X+ , and it is suf-
ficient to study the sign of %[‘](u &u)%[‘](0) when u # Xj . To compute
+(u )&+(u) for u # Xj , recall that we choose points pj # Xj and paths
Cj # X+ linking p0 to pj ,
&Bj=Cj&Cj , (2.51)
where Cj is the image of Cj in X&.
We take #j a path on Xj linking pj to u. Then, since the differentials
are real, the integrals on #j in +(u )&+(u) cancel each other and we are
left with the integral on Bj , i.e., with Zj . We now compute the sign of
%[‘](Zj)i%[‘](0). We have
%[‘](Zj)
%[‘](0)
=exp(&?iZjj) } exp(&2?ibj), (2.52)
where b+Za is a point above ‘.
To check that the expression (2.52) is real and to compute its sign, we
write Re Zjj=H jj2. Since Hjj=0 and bj=&j 2 we obtain
sign
%[‘](Zj)
%[‘](0)
=(&1)&j. (2.53)
It follows that if X is dividing and ‘  T0 , there exist points in X+ where
%[‘](u &u)i%[‘](0) E(u, u ) has opposite signs, and similarly for X& .
Now, if 0 is any region on X satisfying 0 & 0{=< then, after possibly
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shrinking 0, either 0/X4 or 0/X& ; by [43, Theorem 1.1.4], if the
kernel would be positive or negative in 0 it would be positive or negative
respectively on all of X+ or X& , a contradiction.
Finally, if X is non-dividing and 0 & 0{=<, it follows that, after
possibly shrinking 0, 0/0$, where 0$ is a region on X satisfying again
0$ & 0${=< and containing points arbitrary close to some component Xj
of XR on both sides of Xj . The same local calculation as before shows that
the kernel has opposite signs at such points; but by [43, Theorem 1.1.4]
if the kernel is positive or negative in 0 it would be positive or negative
respectively in 0$, a contradiction. K
3. FINITE DIMENSIONAL P‘ (S)
In this section we begin the study of finite dimensional P‘ (s). We first
review Blaschke factors and Blaschke products on a compact real Riemann
surface.
We are looking for a multiplicative function with multipliers of absolute
value one (i.e., a section of a unitary flat line bundle) with divisor a&a .
One way to do this is to consider the differential |=d ln f. The differential
of the third kind |a&a =d ln(E(u, a)E(u, a )) is the unique differential
with simple pole at a with residue +1, simple pole at a with residue &1
and zero A-periods; see [17, p. 4]. We look for | of the form |=
|a&a + gl=1 c l|l . We want to find the coefficients cl in such a way that
all its periods are purely imaginary. Since the A-periods of the differential
of the third kind are equal to zero, the cl are purely imaginary. Then,
requiring that
|
Bj
|a&a + :
g
l=1
cl |
Bj
|l
belongs to iR, for j=1, ..., g, we are lead to
2?i(a&a )+Zc # iR g (3.1)
with
c1
c=\ b + .cg
Writing as before Z= 12H+iY
&1 and taking into account that c # iR g, we
obtain that
c=&2?Y(a&a ). (3.2)
Therefore, the analogue of the elementary Blaschke factor in the present
situation is defined as follows:
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Definition 3.1. Let a # X. The (multivalued) expression
ba(u)=
E(u, a)
E(u, a )
} exp &2?(a&a )t Yu (3.3)
is called an elementary Blaschke factor.
What is really meant by (3.3) is
E(u~ , a~ )
E(u~ , a~ )
} exp &2?(+~ (a~ )&+~ (a~ ))t Y+~ (u~ ), (3.4)
where +~ : X  C g is the lifting of the AbelJacobi map and where u~ and a~
belong to the universal covering X and are above u and a respectively. In
the next proposition we compute explicitly the multipliers of ba .
Proposition 3.2. Let a~ # X be a point above a and let +~ (a~ )=;+Z:. Let
u~ 1 , u~ 2 be two points above u and let +~ (u~ j)=yj+Zx j for j=1, 2. Let
n=y2&y1 and m=x2&x1 . Then,
ba~ (u~ 2)=ba~ (u~ 1) } exp &2?(+~ (a~ )&+~ (a~ ))t Y(n+ 12 Hm). (3.5)
Thus ba(u) can be viewed as a section of a unitary flat line bundle.
Proof. With the abuses of notation discussed earlier, we identify
u~ j=+~ (u~ j) and a~ =+~ (a~ ). Then,
a~ =;+(H&Z) :
u~ 2&u~ 1=n+Zm.
Using (2.26) we have
E(u~ 2 , a~ )=E(u~ 1 , a~ ) } exp(&?imtZm+2?i(a~ &u~ 1)t m) } exp &2?i(;t0m&:
t
0n)
E(u~ 2 , a~ )=E(u1 , a~ ) } exp(&?imtZm+2?i(a~ &u~ 1)t m) } exp &2?i(;t0m&:
t
0n).
Therefore, E(u~ 1 , a~ ) is nonzero if and only if E(u~ 2 , a~ ) is nonzero; when
this is the case, we can write
E(u~ 2 , a~ )
E(u~ 2 , a~ )
=
E(u~ 1 , a~ )
E(u~ 1 , a~ )
} exp 2?i(a~ &a~ )t m. (3.6)
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Hence,
ba~ (u~ 2)=ba~ (u~ 1) } exp 2?i[(a~ &a~ )t m+i(a~ &a~ )t Y(u~ 2&u~ 1)]
=ba~ (u~ 1) } exp &2?(a~ &a~ ) Y(n+ 12Hm).
Since (a~ &a~ ) Y(n+ 12 Hm) is purely imaginary, |ba~ (u~ 2)|=|ba~ (u~ 1)|. K
Elementary Blaschke factors are mappings of line bundles, as is shown
in the next proposition:
Proposition 3.3. Let ‘ # J(X) and ‘ =‘+a&a . Suppose that both %(‘)
and %(‘ ) do not vanish. Then (multiplication by) ba sends L‘ 2 into L‘ 2.
Proof. Formulas (2.46) and (2.47) give the decomposition of ‘ along
the lattice, and so the corresponding factors of automorphy (2.13) and
(2.14). The conclusion follows then from (3.5) and (2.15). K
More generally, we will call Blaschke product a finite product of elemen-
tary Blaschke factors,
‘
N
i=1
bai (u)= ‘
N
i=1
E(u, ai)
E(u, ai )
} exp &2?(ai&ai )t Yu. (3.7)
A reproducing kernel space with a reproducing kernel of the form (1.1)
is finite dimensional if and only if s is rational and satisfies s(z )* Js(z)=J
(see [3]). We now state the analogue result in the present framework;
recall that we defined P‘ (s) to be the linear span of the sections u [
K‘ , s (u, v), as v runs through the curve X:
Theorem 3.4. Let ‘ and ‘ be in T and such that both %(‘) and %(‘ ) do
not vanish. Let s be a mapping from L‘ 2 into L‘ 2 such that
s(u) s(u )*=1. Then, the space P‘ (s) is finite dimensional if and only if s is
a finite product of the form (3.7), and in this case a basis of P‘ (s) is made
of chains (as defined by Definition 2.9). Moreover, ‘ and ‘ are related by
‘ =‘+ :
N
i=1
(ai&ai ). (3.8)
Proof. Let N=dim P‘ (s) and let a1 , ..., aN be such that the sections
K‘ , s (u, aj) span P‘ (s). Let a be different form the a j . Writing that K‘ , s (u, a)
is a linear combination of the K‘ , s (u, aj), we obtain that s is meromorphic,
and hence of the required form since s is unitary.
Conversely, suppose that s is a finite Blaschke product (3.7), and suppose
first that the aj are all distinct. Then, the N sections u [ %[‘ ](a j&u)
i%[‘ ](0) E(u, a j) are linearly independent elements of P‘ (s). They span the
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space of sections which have simple poles at the a j (since, if t is a local
parameter at aj , we have %[‘ ](a j&u)i%[‘ ](0) E(u, a j)=&1i(t(u)&t(a j))
+O(1)), hence they span P‘ (s) (since elements of P‘ (s) are meromorphic
and have simple poles among the a j). When the poles are not simple, one
proceeds as follows: if say a j has multiplicity Nj , one considers the section
%[‘ ](| &u)i%[‘ ](0) E(u, | ), together with its Nj&1 first derivatives with
respect to | , at the point |=aj . Since there are no global analytic section,
these span the set of sections with a pole of order at most Nj at aj , from
which it follows that P‘ (s) is finite dimensional. K
On P‘ (s), we define the inner product (1.11). This makes P‘ into a
reproducing kernel space with reproducing kernel K‘ , s (u, v). When the
space P‘ (s) is finite dimensional, the section u [ (nv n) K‘ , s (u, v) belong
to P‘ (s) for every positive integer n and
_ 
n
v n
K‘ , s (}, v),
m
u m
K‘ , s ( } , u)&= 
n+m
um v n
K‘ , s (u, v). (3.9)
These last facts follow, for instance, from the formula for the reproducing
kernel of a finite dimensional reproducing kernel space. As another
corollary, we have (where k (n)‘ (u, v) has been defined in (2.50):
Corollary 3.5. Let ‘ # J(X) be such that %(‘ ){0, and let M be
spanned by chains [k‘ (u, aj), ..., k (Nj&1)‘ (u, a j)], for i=1, ..., r and set N=
j Nj . We suppose that %(‘){0 (where ‘ is given by (3.8)). There is a unique
inner product on M for which there exists a map of line bundles s such that
M=P‘ (s), namely
[k (n)
‘
( } , aj), k (m)‘ ( } , ak)]M=
1
n ! m !
n+m
um v n
k‘ (u, v) }u=ak , v=aj. (3.10)
The map s is then the Blaschke product based on the aj (with multiplicities Nj).
Proof. Assume first that M=P‘ (s) for some map of line bundles s; we
saw above that s is a finite Blaschke product and that M has a basis made
of a finite number of chains based on the poles of s. It follows that s is the
Blaschke product based on the aj . Therefore, if Nj is the multiplicity of the
zero aj , it is readily verified that
k (n)
‘
(u, aj)=
1
n!
n
v n
K‘ , s (u, v)| v=aj
for n=0, ..., Nj&1. Let us denote
K (n)‘ , s(u, v)=
1
n!
n
v n
K‘ , s (u, v). (3.11)
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By (3.9),
[k (n)‘ ( } , ak), k
(m)
‘ ( } , aj)]=[K
(n)
‘ , s( } , ak), K
(m)
‘ , s ( } , aj)]
=
1
n! m !
n+m
um v n
K! , s(u, v)}u=aj , v=ak
which is readily verified to be equal to (3.10) (since n<Nk , m<Nj).
It remains to verify that M with this inner product is indeed a P‘ (s)
space. Let s be the Blaschke product based on the aj (with multiplicities Nj ,
j=1, ..., r). Since by hypothesis %(‘){0, we can build the kernel K‘ , s (u, v),
and consider P‘ (s). By the preceding theorem, P‘ =M as vector spaces.
But P‘ (s) with the inner product (1.11) has the same Gram matrix as M
(with respect to the basis of chains), and so M=P‘ (s) as reproducing
kernel spaces. K
Let P be the N_N matrix with kj block entry defined by (3.10)
(n=0, ..., Nk&1 and m=0, ..., Nj&1). From the formula for the reproduc-
ing kernel of a finite dimensional space we obtain
K‘ , s (u, v)=(k‘ (u, a1) } } } k
(N1&1)
‘ (u, a1) } } } k‘ (u, ar) } } } k
(N1&1)
‘ (u, ar))
_P&1 (k‘ (v, a1) } } } k
(N1&1)
‘ (v, a1) } } } k‘ (v, ar) } } } k
(Nr&1)
‘ (v, ar))*.
(3.12)
This last formula can also be deduced directly from Fay’s identity.
Conversely, it can be used (or more precisely, its nonsymmetric analogue)
to prove Fay’s identity. This point will be elaborated in a separate
paper.
While the inner product on the space M in Corollary 3.5 is well defined
independent of any choices (except a symmetric coordinate covering as in
Lemma 2.2), the basis of chains and the matrix P of (3.10) depend on
a number of choices and on local parameters. We now study this
dependance. It follows from Lemma 2.5 that (2.35) is independent of the
choice of z above ‘ . From (2.44) follows that if we chose different points
above the ak , the new matrix of inner products P$ is related to the old one
by P$=TPT*, where T is moreover a diagonal and unitary matrix. In
particular, for a given choice of local parameter, the quantity
p=
%[‘ ](a &a)
i%[‘ ](0) E(a, a )
(3.13)
is a well defined number.
The dependance on local parameters is more involved. Indeed, let t and
t~ be two local parameters at the point u. If K1 and K2 denote, for a fixed v
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the function k‘ (u, v) evaluated with respect to t and t~ , respectively, we
have
K2 (u, v)=dtdt~ K1 (u, v)

t~
K2 (u, v)=(
d
dt~ 
dt
dt~ + K1 (u, v)+\
dt
dt~ +
32
K1 (u, v)
b
and thus the matrices of inner products are related by a triangular conjuga-
tion matrix.
4. THE RESOLVENT OPERATORS
The analogue of the operators (1.3) is given now by
R y: f (u)=
f (u)
y(u)&:
& :
n
j=1
1
dy(u( j))
f (u( j)) %[‘ ](u( j)&u)
%[‘ ](0) E(u( j), u)
, (4.1)
where y is a meromorphic function of degree n1 and : is such that there
are n different points u( j) such that y(u( j))=: and where f is a section of
L‘ 2 analytic at the points u( j).
In the classical case, it is well known and readily checked that the
operators (1.3) satisfy the resolvent identity
R:&R;=(:&;) R:R; (4.2)
and that the eigenfunctions of the operators (1.3) which are analytic at
infinity are of the form 1z&a where a # C. In the framework of Riemann sur-
faces we will prove similar results. We first prove a lemma, which will be
needed in the sequel.
Lemma 4.1. Let ‘ # J(X) be such that %(‘ ){0. Let y # M(X) be of degree
n and : # C. Suppose that : has n different preimages: y(u(l))=:, l=1, ..., n.
Let v, a # X be two points which are not among the u(l). Then,
:
l
1
dy(u(l))
%[‘ ](a&u(l))
%[‘ ](0) E(a, u(l))
}
%[‘ ](u(l)&v)
%[‘ ](0) E(u(l), v)
=
%[‘ ](a&v)
%[‘ ](0) E(a, v)
} \ 1y(v)&:&
1
y(a)&:+ . (4.3)
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Setting u instead of a in (4.3) and differentiating n times with respect
to u, we obtain
:
l
1
dy(u(l)) \
n
un
%[‘ ](u&u (l))
%[‘ ](0) E(u, u(l))+ }
%[‘ ](u(l)&v)
%[‘ ](0) E(u(l), v)
=\ 
n
un
%[‘ ](u&v)
%[‘ ](0) E(u, v)+\
1
y(v)&:
&
1
y(u)&:+
& :
n
k=1
C kn \ 
n&k
un&k
%[‘ ](u&v)
%[‘ ](0) E(u, v)+\
1
y(u)&:+
(k)
. (4.4)
Differentiating in turn m times with respect to v, we obtain
:
l
1
dy(u(l)) \
n
un
%[‘ ](u&u(l))
%[‘ ](0) E(u, u(l))+ \
m
vm
%[‘ ](u(l)&v)
%[‘ ](0) E(u (l), v)+
=\ 
n+m
un vm
%[‘ ](u&v)
%[‘ ](0) E(u, v)+\
1
y(v)&:
&
1
y(u)&:+
& :
n
k=1
C kn \ 
m+n&k
un&k vm
%[‘ ](u&v)
%[‘ ](0) E(u, v)+\
1
y(u)&:+
(k)
+ :
m
j=1
C jm \ 
n+m& j
un vm& j
%[‘ ](u&v)
%[‘ ](0) E(u, v)+\
1
y(v)&:+
( j)
. (4.5)
These equations can be rewritten in terms of the sections k (n)‘ (u, v).
We give a direct proof of identity (4.3); it can also be proved using the
formula
%[‘](u&v)
%[‘](0) E(u, v)
}
%[‘](v&w)
%[‘](0) E(v, w)
=
%[‘](u&w)
%[‘](0) E(u, w)
} {dv ln E(v, u)&dv ln E(v, w)
+ :
g
j=1
(j ln %(‘+u&w)& j ln %(‘)) |j (v)= . (4.6)
where |1 , ..., |g is a normalized basis of holomorphic differential
H0 (X, 01X) (see [17, formula (38), p. 25] for the case of theta functions
without characteristic; the case of functions with characteristic is easily
adapted), and
Res \ |jy(u)&:+ |y=u(l) =
| j (u (l))
dy(u (l))
. (4.7)
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Proof of Lemma 4.1. For a given a, both sides of Eq. (4.3) are sections
of L‘ 2; we show that they have the same poles, all simple, with the same
residues. The equality (4.3) will follow since there are no global analytic
sections.
The left-hand side has poles at the points u(l); let t be a local parameter
at u(l). We have (see (2.21)) E(u(l), v)=(t(v)&t(u(l))+o((t(v)&t(u (l)))2).
Furthermore, with respect to the parameter t, we have dy(u(l))=
( ddz y b t
&1)(t(u (l))). Thus, the residue at u(l) is equal to
1
dy(u(l))
%[‘ ](a&u(l))
%[‘ ](0) E(a, u(l))
. (4.8)
The right-hand side has a removable singularity at a and simple poles at
the u(l). At u(l),
y(t(v))&:=(t(v)&:) \ ddz y b t&1+ (t(u(l)))+o(t(v)&:)),
and so the residue at such a point is equal to (4.8). K
Theorem 4.2. Let : and ; such that the equations y(u)=: and y(v)=;
have both n different solutions. Then, the resolvent identity (4.2) holds,
R y: &R
y
;=(:&;) R
y
: R
y
; . (4.9)
To prove Theorem 4.2 we need to evaluate the action of the operators
R y: on expressions of the form %[‘](a&u)i%[‘](0) E(a, u). This is done in
the next theorem:
Theorem 4.3. Let ‘ # J(X) and such that %(‘){0, let a # X and let y be
a real meromorphic function of degree 1, and let : # C such that there are
n different points u( j) on X such that y(u ( j))=:. Then
R y: k‘ (u, a)=
1
( y(a )&:)
k‘ (u, a) (4.10)
R y: k
(m)
‘ (u, a)=
1
( y(a )&:)
k (m)‘ (u, a)
+ :
m
j=1
k (m& j)‘ (u, a) \ 1j ! }
 j
v j \
1
y(v )&:+} v=a+ . (4.11)
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Proof of Theorem 4.3. By definition of the resolvent operator, and
using formula (4.3), we have for f (u)=k‘(u, a)
R y: f (u)=
1
y(u)&:
f (u)& :
n
l=1
f (u(l))
dy(u(l))
}
%[‘](u(l)&u)
%[‘](0) E(u(l), u)
=
1
y(u)&:
f (u)& :
n
l=1
1
dy(u (l))
}
%[‘](a &u(l))
&i%[‘](0) E(a , u(l))
}
%[‘](u(l)&u)
%[‘](0) E(u (l), u)
=
1
y(u)&:
f (u)&
%[‘](a &u)
&i%[‘](0) E(a , u) \
1
y(u)&:
&
1
y(a )&:+
=
%[‘](a &u)
&i%[‘](0) E(a , u) \
1
y(a )&:+ ,
which ends the proof of the first equation. To prove the second equation,
we make use of (4.4) and write
R y: k
(m)
‘ (u, a)=
k (m)‘ (u, a)
y(u)&:
+i :
l
k (m)‘ (u
(l), a)
dy(u(l))
k‘(u, u(l))
=
k (m)‘ (u, a)
y(u)&:
+i
1
i
:
m
j=0
k (m& j)‘ (u, a)
}
1
j !
 j
v j \
1
y(v )&:
&
1
y(u)&:+} v=a
=k (m)‘ (u, a) \ 1y(u)&:+
1
y(a )&:
&
1
y(u)&:+
+ :
m
j=1
k (m& j)‘ (u, a) }
1
j !
 j
v j \
1
y(v )&:+} v=a . K
As a corollary of this theorem and of Theorem 3.4 we have:
Corollary 4.4. Let ‘ # J(X) such that %(‘ ){0 and let s be a Blaschke
product for which %(‘){0 (with ‘ as in (3.4)). Then, P‘ (s) is invariant under
the operators R y: .
We now turn to the proof of the resolvent identity.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let us denote by u(l), i=1, ..., n the n points
above : and by v( j), j=1, ..., n the n points above ;. Then
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(R y;(R
y
: f ))(u)=\R y; f (u)y(u)&:+& :
n
i=1
1
dy(u(l))
f (u(l)) R y;
_\ %[‘](u
(l)&u)
%[‘](0) E(u(l), u)+
=R y; \ f (u)y(u)&:+& :
n
i=1
1
dy(u(l))
f (u(l))
1
y(u(l))&;
_\ %[‘](u
(l)&u)
%[‘](0) E(u(l), u)+
=R y; \ f (u)y(u)&:+&
1
:&;
:
n
i=1
1
dy(u (l))
f (u(l))
_\ %[‘](u
(l)&u)
%[‘](0) E(u(l), u)+
=R y; \ f (u)y(u)&:++
1
:&; \R y: f &
f (u)
y(u)&:+ .
Multiplying by (:&;) we obtain
(:&;) R y; R
y
: f (u)=R
y
; \ f (u)(:&;)y(u)&: ++R y: f (u)&
f (u)
y(u)&:
=R y: f (u)&R
y
; f (u)+R
y
;
f (u)(y(u)&;)
y(u)&:
&
f (u)
y(u)&:
and hence the required equality, since
R y;
f (u)( y(u)&;)
y(u)&:
=
f (u)
y(u)&:
. K (4.12)
Theorem 4.5. Let y1 and y2 be two real meromorphic functions on X
which generate the field M(X) of meromorphic functions on X. Let
:1 , :2 # C, let f be a section of L‘ 2 and suppose that
R y1:1 f =*1 f (4.13)
R y2:2 f =*2 f (4.14)
for two values *1 , *2 # C. Assume that f is analytic at all the poles of y1 and
y2 as well as at all the points of X above the singular points of the algebraic
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curve p=0, where p is a real irreducible polynomial in two variables such
that p( y1 , y2)=0. Then, there is uniquely determined point a # X such that
(up to a constant factor)
f (u)=
%[‘](a&u)
%[‘](0) E(a, u)
. (4.15)
Proof of Theorem 4.5. By hypothesis, we have
f (u)
yk (u)&:k
& :
nk
j=1
f (u( j, k))
dyk (u( j, k))
}
%[‘](u( j, k)&u)
%[‘](0) E(u( j, k), u)
=*k f (u), (4.16)
where k=1, 2 and yk (u( j, k))=:k . Hence,
\ 1yk (u)&:k &*k + f (u)= :
nk
j=1
f (u( j, k))
dyk (u( j, k))
}
%[‘](u ( j, k)&u)
%[‘](0) E(u( j, k), u)
. (4.17)
Since L‘ 2 has no global analytic sections, f has at least a pole w.
Then by looking at poles on both sides of (4.17), we see that
1
yk (w)&:k
=*k (4.18)
and hence yk (w)=:k+1*k for k=1, 2. This determines w in a unique way
(see, e.g., [37, p. 289]). Since the poles determine the section uniquely, we
get that f is of the required form. K
Theorem 4.6. Let y1 , y2 two meromorphic functions of degree n1 and n2 .
Let :, ; # C, for which there are respectively n1 and n2 different points such
that y1 (u)=: and y2 (u)=;. Then, the operators R y1: and R
y2
; commute.
Proof. We denote by v( j) the (n2 different) points such that y2 (v( j))=;
and by u(l) the (n1 different points) such that y1 (u(l))=:. Let f # L‘ 2 be
analytic at the points u(l) and v( j). Using (4.10) we obtain
R y2; R
y1
: f (u)=
f (u)
( y1 (u)&:)( y2 (u)&;)
&:
f (u(l))
dy1 (u(l))
1
( y2 (u(l))&;)
%[‘](u(l)&u)
%[‘](0) E(u(l), u)
&:
f (v( j))
dy2 (v( j))
1
( y1 (v( j))&:)
%[‘](v( j)&u)
%[‘](0) E(v( j), u)
and so is equal to R y1: R
y2
; f. K
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We consider now finite dimensional spaces of meromorphic sections of
L‘ 2 invariant under R yi:i , i=1, 2. We first recall that two commuting
operators A and B in a finite dimensional space H can be simultaneously
triangularized; more precisely (see [26, p. 267]) if f1 , ..., fs are common
eigenvectors of these operators, corresponding to eigenvalues *1 , ..., *s for
A and eigenvalues +1 , ..., +s for B, there is a basis of H with respect to
which A and B have the block triangular forms A=diag(A1 , ..., As) and
B=diag(B1 , ..., Bs); the blocks Ai and Bi are upper-triangular blocks of the
same size, with diagonal elements all equal to *i and +i , respectively.
To study the structure of a resolvent invariant finite dimensional space
M of sections of L‘ 2, we first suppose that the operators R y1:1 and R
y2
:2
have only one common eigenvector (of the form k‘ (u, a), for a uniquely
determined a # X). By the above remark,
M=ker (R y1:1 &*1)
n1 (R y2:2 &*2)
n2 ,
where n1+n2=n=dim M. We want to show that M is spanned by the
chain k‘ (u, a), ..., k (n)‘ (u, a), and proceed by induction. For n=1, the result
was proved above. Let us assume that the result is true for n. To prove that
it is true at rank n+1, consider a n+1 dimensional resolvent invariant
subspace N. Then, [g=(R y1:1 &*1) h: h # N] is an at most n dimensional
resolvent invariant subspace to which the induction hypothesis applies
and so g belongs to the linear span of k‘ (u, a), ..., k (n)‘ (u, a). Computing
h in terms of g, we see that h has a pole of order at most n+1 at a .
Thus we obtain the required conclusion since the sections which have
a single pole at a , of order at most n+1, are generated by the chain
k‘ (u, a), ..., k (n+1)‘ (u, a). It follows from this discussion that:
Theorem 4.7. Let M be a finite dimensional space of meromorphic sec-
tions of L‘ 2 invariant under R y1:1 and R
y2
:2
. Assume that all elements of M
are analytic at all the poles of y1 and y2 as well as at all the points of X
above the singular points of the algebraic curve p=0, where p is a real
irreducible polynomial in two variables such that p( y1 , y2)=0. Then M has
a basis made of chains as defined by Definition 2.9.
We now study the kernels of the operators R y: . When the operators R
y
:
are bounded operators in a Kre@$ n space K and have zero kernel, there is
a densely defined operator M y such that R y: =(M
y&:)&1; see [39,
Theorem 4.20, p. 137]. The operator M y is defined as follows: let : # C
such that R y: is bounded and let g # K. Then,
f =R y: g
M yf =g+:R y: g.
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The definition does not depend on the choice of :. Here, a more explicit
formula for M y is possible, which generalizes (1.7) to the present setting.
Note that it follows from Theorem 4.3 that if f is a meromorphic section
of L‘ 2 with poles only at the poles of y (i.e., a linear combination of
k(mk)‘ (u, v
(k)) where v(k) are the poles of y and mk are positive integers less
than or equal to the order of the pole at v(k)), then R y: f =0. Assume now
on the other hand that f is a holomorphic section of L‘ 2 on an open
set containing the poles of y; than there is a global meromorphic section
cf , with divisor of poles contained in the divisor of poles of y, such that
y(u) f (u)+cf (u) is analytic at the poles of y. Such a section cf is uniquely
determined; indeed, the difference of two such sections is analytic, and
there are no nonzero global analytic sections. We now define
(M yf )(u)= y(u) f (u)+cf (u).
When the poles of y are all distinct, say v(1), ..., v(n), we have
M yf (u)= y(u) f (u)+:
k
ck f (v(k))
%[‘ ](v(k)&u)
%[‘ ](0) E(v(k), u)
, (4.19)
where
ck=&Resv(k) f = lim
u  x (k)
y2 (u)
dy(u)
. (4.20)
When the poles of y are not distinct, we write, with a local parameter t
at v(k),
y(t(u))=&a&sk , k t(u)
&sk&a&sk+1, k t(u)
&sk+1& } } }
f (t(u))=f (v(k))+t(u) f $(v(k))+ } } }
from which we see that M y is given by the formula
M yf (u)= y(u) f (u)+:
k
:
sk
l=1
:
sk
j=l
(&1)l&1
(l&1)!
a& j, k
_
f ( j&l) (v(k))
( j&l)!
l&1
vl&1
%[‘ ](v&u)
%[‘ ](0) E(v, u) }v=v(k). (4.21)
Lemma 4.8. Let a section f of L‘ 2 be analytic at the poles of y. Then,
(M y&:) R y: =R
y
:(M
y&:)=I. (4.22)
In particular, R y: f =0 O f#0.
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The proof of (4.22) uses Theorem 4.3 in a manner entirely similar to the
proof of the resolvent identity (4.2) above and is left as an exercise for a
diligent reader. Note that one could also prove the last statement directly
using Fay’s formula. Indeed let f # ker R y: . We have
f (u)=&i( y(u)&:) :
n
j=1
f (u( j))
dy(u( j))
k‘ (u, u( j)). (4.23)
Assuming the poles v(l) of y to be first order for simplicity, since f is
analytic at the points v(l), we obtain from (4.23) that
:
n
j=1
f (u( j))
dy(u( j))
k‘ (v(l), u ( j))=0, l=1, ..., n. (4.24)
Let S denote the n_n matrix with lj entry k‘ (v(l), u( j)). Using Fay’s
determinantal formula [17, p. 33, (43)], we see that det S{0 if and
only if %[‘ ](u(1)+ } } } +u(n)&v(1)& } } } &v(n)){0. But in the Jacobian,
 u( j)= v(l) since the v(l) are also the poles of y&:. Thus, det S{0
since %(‘ ){0; it follows that f (u( j))=0 for j=1, ..., n and by (4.23) f#0.
Corollary 4.9. The operators M y1 and M y2 commute.
Proof. The commutativity means that for any section f of L‘ 2 holo-
morphic on an open set containing the poles of y1 and the poles of y2 we
have M y1M y2f =M y2M y1f. This follows immediately from R yi:i =(M
yi&:i)&1
and Theorem 4.6. (Alternatively it can be proved directly analogously to
Theorem 4.6.) K
Theorem 4.10. Let U be an open set on the Riemann surface X. The
map y [ M y is an algebra homomorphism from the algebra of meromorphic
functions on X with poles in U to the algebra of linear operators on the vector
space of holomorphic sections of L‘ 2 over U.
In other words, if r is a rational function and y1 and y2 generate M(X)
and have their poles in U, we have
M r( y1, y2)=r(M y1, M y2), (4.25)
whenever the meromorphic function r( y1 , y2) has again all its poles in U
and we can write r( y1 , y2)= p( y1 , y2)q( y1 , y2) where p and q are polyno-
mials in two variables such that all the zeroes of the rational function
q( y1 , y2) are in U.
Proof. It is enough to prove the equation above for the three simplest
cases r( y1 , y2)=cy1 (c # C), r( y1 , y2)= y1+ y2 , and r( y1 , y2)= y1 y2 . The
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first two are obvious, the third follows by a straightforward calculation
based on Lemma 4.1. K
It clearly follows from Corollary 4.4 that P‘ is invariant for the operator
M y. More precisely from (4.10) we have M yk‘ (u, a)= y(a ) k‘ (u, a) and we
see by differentiating with respect to a that the matrix form of M y with
respect to the basis [( ja j) k‘ (u, a), j=0, ..., n&1] is of the form
\
y(a ) y$(a ) } } } y(n&1) (a )(n&1)!
+ .0 y(a ) } } } y(n&2) (a )(n&2)!0 0 } } }
Corollary 4.4 leads to the question: Given M a resolvent invariant space
of sections endowed with an inner product; when is it a P‘ (s) space?
5. STRUCTURE THEOREM
The analogue of (1.6) is given in the next theorem:
Theorem 5.1. Let P be a finite dimensional space of meromorphic
sections of L‘ 2, endowed with a nondegenerate inner product [, ] and
suppose that:
(1) P is invariant under two operators R y1:1 and R
y2
:2
where y1 and y2
are two meromorphic functions which generate M(X), and all elements of P
satisfy analyticity assumptions of Theorems 4.5 and 4.7.
(2) Let n1 denote the degree of y1 , and let :, ; # C such that there are
n1 different points u(1), ..., u (n1) # X such that y1 (u (l))=: and n1 different
points v(1), ..., v(n1) # X such that y1 (v( j))=;. Suppose that for every choice of
f, g # P, it holds that
[R y1: f, g]&[ f, R
y1
; g]&(:&; )[R
y1
: f, R
y1
; g]
= &i(:&; ) :
n1
l, t=1
1
dy1 (u(l)) dy1 (v(t))
}
%[‘ ](u(l)&v(t))
%[‘ ](0) E(u(l), v (t))
} f (u(l)) g(v(t)).
(5.1)
Then, P is a reproducing kernel Pontryagin space with reproducing kernel
of the form (1.10) for some finite Blaschke product s.
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Proof. To ease the notation we write y instead of y1 in (5.1). From
Section 4 we know that P has a basis which consists of chains, based on
points a1 , ..., al , and of lengths n1 , ..., nl . To prove the result, we show that
the identity (5.1) forces the inner product to be equal to (3.10). We first
present the case of chains of length one; there the computations are easy.
In the general cash, the computations are a bit more involved and rely on
identities (4.4) and (4.5). Let us thus set in (5.1) f =fak and g= faj , where
we set
fa(u)=
%[‘ ](a &u)
i%[‘ ](0) E(u, a )
. (5.2)
In view of Theorem 4.5, we obtain
[R y: fak , faj]=&
1
:& y(a k)
[ fak , faj ]
[ fak , R
y
; faj ]=&
1
; &y(a j)
[ fak , faj ]
[R y: fak , R
y
; faj ]=
1
(:& y(a k))(; &y(a j))
[ fak , faj ].
Taking into account that y is real, (5.1) leads to
[ fak , faj ]
y(aj)& y(a k)
(:& y(a k))(; & y(aj))
=&i(:&; ) :
l, t
1
dy(u(l)) dy(v(t))
} k‘ (u(l), ak) k‘ (v(t), aj)
%[‘ ](u(l)&v(t))
%[‘ ](0) E(u(l), v(t))
.
(5.3)
We now evaluate the right-hand side of (5.3), using twice formula (4.3).
Since y(v(t))=;, formula (4.3) gives that
St=:
l
1
dy(u(l))
%[‘ ](ak &u(l))
i%[‘ ](0) E(u(l), ak )
%[‘ ](u(l)&v(t))
%[‘ ](0) E(u(l), v(t))
= &
%[‘ ](ak &v(t))
i%[‘ ](0) E(ak , v(t)) \
1
; &:
&
1
y(ak )&:+ .
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Using this formula, we compute t (1dy(v(t))) k‘ (v(t), a j) S t* (i.e, the
adjoint of the double sum on the right-hand side of (5.3)): this sum is equal
to
:
t
1
dy(v(t))
%[‘ ](aj &v(t))
i%[‘ ](0) E(v(t), aj ) \&
%[‘ ](ak &v(t))
i%[‘ ] E(ak , v(t))+
* \ 1; &:&
1
y(ak )&:+
*
,
which in turn is equal to
:
t
1
dy(v(t))
%[‘ ](aj &v(t))
%[‘ ](0) E(v(t), aj )
%[‘ ](v(t)&ak)
%[‘ ](0) E(v(t), ak) \
1
; &:
&
1
y(ak )&:+
*
=&:
t
1
dy(v(t))
%[‘ ](aj &v(t))
%[‘ ](0) E(aj , v(t))
%[‘ ](v(t)&ak)
%[‘ ](0) E(v(t), ak) \
1
; &:
&
1
y(ak )&:+
*
=&
%[‘ ](aj &ak)
%[‘ ](0) E(a j , ak) \
1
y(ak)&;
&
1
y(aj )&;+ \
1
; &:
&
1
y(ak )&:+
*
and so the double sum on the right-hand side of (5.3) is equal to
&
1
(; &:)
%[‘ ](ak &aj)
%[‘ ](0) E(aj , ak )
y(aj)& y(ak )
( y(ak )&:)( y(a j)&; )
.
It follows that the inner product is given by (3.10).
We now turn to the general case. We chose a and b among the zeros
of s, and n (resp. m) an integer less or equal to the multiplicity of a (resp.
of b). From Theorem 4.3, the following identities are readily seen to hold,
[R y: k
(n)
‘ ( } , a), k
(m)
‘ ( } , b)]
=
1
y(a )&:
[k (n)‘ ( } , a), k
(m)
‘ ( } , b)]
+ :
n
k=1
[k (n&k)‘ ( } , a), k
(m)
‘ ( } , b)]
1
k! \
1
y(v)&:+
(k)
} v=a (5.4)
[k (n)‘ ( } , a), R
y
; k
(m)
‘ ( } , b)]
=
1
y(b)&;
[k (n)‘ ( } , a), k
(m)
‘ ( } , b)]
+ :
m
j=1
[k (n)‘ ( } , a), k
(m& j)
‘ ( } , b)]
1
j ! \
1
y(v)&; +
( j)
} v=b (5.5)
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[R y: k
(n)
‘ ( } , a), R
y
; k
(m)
‘ ( } , b)]
=
1
( y(a )&:)( y(b)&; )
[k (n)‘ ( } , a), k
(m)
‘ ( } , b)]
+ :
n
k=1
[k (n&k)‘ , k
(m)
‘ ]
1
k! \
1
y(v)&:+
(k)
} v=a
+ :
m
j=1
[k (n)‘ , k
(m& j)]
1
j ! \
1
y(v)&; +
( j)
} v=b
+ :
n
k=1
:
m
j=1
[k (n&k)‘ , k
(m& j)
‘ ]
1
j ! k! \
1
y(v)&:+
(k)
} v=a \
1
y(v)&; +
( j)
v=b
.
(5.6)
From these formulas we see that the coefficient of [k (n)‘ ( } , a), k
(m)
‘ ( } , b)]
is equal to
y(b)& y(a )
( y(a )&:)( y(b)&; )
. (5.7)
We now turn to the evaluation of the right-hand side of identity
(5.1). We first evaluate the sum Sj=l f (u(l))dy(u (l))(%[‘ ](u(l)&v( j))
%[‘ ](0) E(u(l), v( j))), when f (u)=k (n)‘ (u, a). Since y(v
( j))=;, (4.3) gives
that
:
l
1
dy(u(l))
%[‘ ](v &u(l))
%[‘ ](0) E(u(l), v )
%[‘ ](u (l)&v( j))
%[‘ ]E(u(l), v( j))
=
%[‘ ](v &v( j))
%[‘ ](0) E(v( j), v ) \
1
; &:
&
1
y(v )&:+ .
Differentiating n times with respect to v on both sides, dividing by i } n!
and setting v=a, we obtain
Sj=
1
in! \
n
v n
%[‘ ](v &v( j))
%[‘ ](0) E(v( j), v +}v=a \
1
; &:
&
1
y(a )&:+
&
1
i
:
n
k=1
1
(n&k)! \
n&k
v n&k
%[‘ ](v &v( j))
%[‘ ](0) E(v( j), v )+} v=a \
1
k! \
1
y(v )&:+
(k)
+} v=a.
To compute the right-hand side of (5.1), we compute j (S j*g(v( j))dy(v( j))),
g(u)=k (m)‘ (u, b). In view of the formula for Sj we first have to compute
:
j
1
dy(v( j)) \
n
un
%[‘ ](v( j )&u)
%[‘ ](0) E(v( j), u)+}u=a } \
m
vm
%[‘ ](v&v( j))
%[‘ ](0) E(v( j), v)+} v=b .
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By formula (4.5), this is equal to
\ 
n+m
un vm
%[‘ ](v&u)
%[‘ ](0) E(u, v)+} u=a, v=b \
1
y(a)&;
&
1
y(b )&;+
& :
m
j=1
C jm \ 
n+m& j
un vm& j
%[‘ ](v&u)
%[‘ ](0) E(u, v)+} u=a, v=b \
1
y(v)&;+
( j)
} v=b
+ :
n
k=1
Ckn \ 
n&k+m
un&k vm
%[‘ ](v&u)
%[‘ ](0) E(u, v)+} u=a, v=b \
1
y(u)&;+
(k)
}u=a.
In the computation of the right-hand side of (5.1) appear also sums of the
form (k1)
:
j \
n&k
un&k
%[‘ ](v( j)&u)
%[‘ ](0) E(v( j), u)+} u=a \
m
vm
%[‘ ](v&v( j))
%[‘ ](0) E(v( j), v)+} v=b .
Formula (4.5) shows that these sums will yield only terms of the form
\ 
n&k+m& j
un&k vm& j
%[‘ ](v&u)
%[‘ ](0) E(u, v)+} u=a, v=b (5.8)
with k1.
Thus, the coefficient of 1n ! m ! ((n+mun vm)(%[‘ ](u&v)i%[‘ ](0)
E(v, u)))|u=a , v=b on the right-hand side of (5.1) is equal to
&(:&; ) \ 1y(a )&; &
1
y(b)&; + } \
1
; &:
&
1
y(a )&:+=
y(b)& y(a )
( y(b)&; )( y(a )&:)
which is exactly (5.7). Similarly, it follows from (5.6) and the above formulas
that the coefficients of [k(n&k)‘ ( } , a), k
(m& j)
‘ ( } , b)] and of
1
(n&k)! (m& j ) !
n&k+m&j
un&k vm& j
%[‘ ](u&v)
i%[‘ ](0) E(v, u) }u=a , v=b
on the left-hand side and the right-hand side of (5.1), respectively, coincide
(k+ j1). It follows by double induction on m and n that the inner product
of the space P is given by (3.10), which allows to conclude the proof. K
An immediate corollary is (it is assumed here that s satisfies analyticity
assumptions of Theorems 4.5 and 4.7):
Corollary 5.2. Let M be a nondegererate subspace of P‘ (s), which is
invariant under R yk:k , k=1, 2. Then, there is a Blaschke product sM such
that M=P‘ (sM).
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6. FACTORIZATIONS
To motivate the definition of factorization to be given we begin by a
discussion of the classical case of a rational matrix valued function. We
assume that the reader is familiar with the notion of McMillan degree of
a matrix valued function (see, e.g., [10]). Given a Cn_n-valued rational
function W of McMillan degree deg W the factorization W=W1W2 of W
into a product of two Cn_n-valued rational functions is called minimal if
deg W=deg W1+deg W2 . Such factorizations need not exist (with deg W
1 and deg Wi1 for i=1, 2). We refer to [10] for a description of all
minimal factorizations when W is analytic at infinity. When W is further-
more supposed to be J-unitary on the real line, one can ask for the factors
W1 and W2 to be also J-unitary on the real line. A rational matrix valued
function J-unitary on the line need not have (nontrivial) minimal factoriza-
tions into factors which are also J-unitary, even if it admits nontrivial mini-
mal factorizations, and there is a one-to-one correspondence between R:
nondegenerate invariant subspaces of P(W) (defined in the introduction)
and J-unitary factorization of W, see [3, 4].
A priori the situation seems quite different in the present case: a Blaschke
product s of the form (3.7) seems always to admit nontrivial unitary factor-
izations when the number of factors N is strictly greater than one. The
Blaschke product has multipliers corresponding to ‘ &‘. From the preced-
ing section it appears that the case of interest is when the points ‘ and ‘
are chosen both such that %(‘) and %(‘ ) are nonzero. Then, one can build
the space P‘ (s), and relate resolvent invariant subspaces of P‘ (s) and
factorizations of s.
Definition 6.1. Let s be a Blaschke product with multipliers correspond-
ing to ‘ &‘. It is called ‘ -nonsingular if both %(‘) and %(‘ ) are nonzero.
In the next theorem, y1 and y2 are two meromorphic functions which
generate M(X ), of degrees n1 and n2 , and :1 , :2 # C. We suppose that
there are nk different points such that yk(u)=:k for k=1, 2, and that s
satisfies analyticity assumptions of Theorems 4.5 and 4.7.
Theorem 6.2. Let s be a ‘ -nonsingular Blaschke factor. Then there is a
one-to-one correspondence between factorizations (up to a unitary constant)
s=s1s2 , where s1 is ‘ -nonsingular, and nondegenerate subspaces of P‘ (s)
which are invariant under R yk:k for k=1, 2. For such a factorization, s2 is
‘2 -nonsingular with
‘2=‘ &:
I1
(ak&ak )
(with I1 is the subset of indices in [1, ..., N] which define s1) and it holds that
P‘ (s)=P‘ (s1)s1P‘2(s2).
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We remark the lack of commutativity, although we are in the scalar case:
s=s1s2 may be a minimal factorization, while s=s2s1 will not be such.
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let us first consider M/P‘ (s), invariant under
both R y1:1 and R
y2
:2
. By Corollary 5.2, there is a Blaschke product s1 with
multipliers corresponding to ‘ &‘2 where %(‘2){0 such that M=P‘ (s1).
Let s2=ss&11 . Then the space P‘2(s2) exists and we can write
K‘ , s(u, v)=K‘ , s1(u, v)+s1(u) K‘2, s2(u, v) s1(v), (6.1)
from which follows that the sum on the right side of (6.2) is direct. That
it is equal to P‘ (s) and is orthogonal in the metric of this space is obtained
as in the case of functions analytic in the disk (see [3]). The converse
direction is clear. K
It follows from Theorem 6.2 that nontrivial nonsingular factorizations
always exist (for N>1) if P‘ (s) is a Hilbert space, or if X is dividing and
‘ (and hence ‘) belong to the real torus T0 in the Jacobian (since % does
not vanish on T0 , see [17, Proposition 6.8] or [42, Corollary 4.3]).
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